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Abstract
     Stochastic gravitational waves (SGW) can be detected by measuring a cross-correlation of
two or more gravitational wave (GW) detectors. In this paper we describe an optimal SGW
search technique in the wavelet domain. It uses a sign correlation test, which allows
calculation of the cross-correlation significance for non-Gaussian data. We also address the
problem of correlated noise for the GW detectors. A method that allows calculation of the
cross-correlation variance, when data is affected by correlated noise, is developed. As a part
of the optimal search technique a robust estimator for detector noise spectral amplitude is
introduced. It is not sensitive to outliers and allows application of the search technique to
non-stationary data.
1 Introduction
   Recently there is impressive progress in the development of gravitational wave (GW)
interferometers [1-5]. One interferometer (TAMA, Japan) is collecting data and several more
(LIGO, VIRGO and GEO) are about to start data taking. In the frame of an extensive
scientific program, these interferometers will be used to search for stochastic gravitational
waves (SGW). The SGW might be produced by processes in the early universe and by a
large number of independent and unresolved GW sources [6-9]. It is exceptionally weak and
a single detector can not distinguish the SGW from instrumental noise. However, if the SGW
is correlated between several detectors, it can be detected using their cross-correlation. By
integrating the cross-product of the detector output signals over a long period of time, one
can expect to enhance the signal to noise ratio (SNR) if the instrumental noise is not
correlated.
   This technique for detecting of the SGW using two or more gravitational wave detectors
was described in [10]. It uses a linear correlation test [11], which allows estimation of the
significance of observed correlation if the instrumental noise is stationary and has a Gaussian
distribution. A robust version of this technique, which effectively truncates detector sample
values falling outside the central Gaussian-like part of the sample probability distribution, is
described elsewhere [12,13]. In this paper (Section 2), a different cross-correlation technique
is considered. It is based on the robust correlation test, which is much less compromised by
the noise non-Gaussianity and non-stationarity. In Section 4 it is illustrated how this
technique works with two GW detectors.
    A correlated instrumental noise arising from the environment can be a serious problem for
the cross-correlation techniques described above. A weak background from seismic events,
power supplies and other environmental sources may result in statistically significant
correlation between the GW detectors, which may be misinterpreted as the SGW or affect the
SGW upper limit. The SGW’s contribution to the cross-correlation depends on the relative
orientation of the detectors. As suggested in [14], the contributions of the signal and the
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correlated noise can be estimated separately by changing the orientation of one of the
detectors, which is, in this case, the resonant bar detector ALLEGRO [15] located in
Louisiana State University (used in pair with the LIGO Livingston interferometer).
Unfortunately, this method is not the ultimate solution of the problem. First, it is not
applicable to the GW interferometers, which are permanently located. Second, the variance
of the cross-correlation distribution can be very dependent on correlated noise. In Section 3
we address the problem of correlated noise and give a method, how to calculate the variance
of the cross-correlation, if data is affected by correlated noise.
2 Robust correlation test
2.1 Statement of the problem
To characterize a correlation between two random variables x and y, which yield the data sets
x },...,{ 1 nxx=  and y },...,{ 1 nyy= , usually the linear correlation coefficient r (or Pearson’s  r)
is used [11]
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where x  and y  are the sample mean values of the x and y respectively. When the correlation
is known to be significant, the coefficient r is one conventional way to summarize its
strength. However there is no universal way to compute the r distribution in the case of the
null hypothesis, which is: the variables x and y are not correlated. In other words r is a poor
statistic to decide whether a correlation is statistically significant or whether one observed
correlation is significantly stronger then another if the data is not Gaussian.
   To solve this problem, often a rank statistic [11] is used (non-parametric Spearman’s test).
It has a precisely known probability distribution function, which allows calculation of the
significance of observed correlation. The rank correlation test (RCT) is almost as efficient1 as
the linear correlation test (LCT) and potentially it is a good choice to be used for the SGW
search. However, in this paper the rank correlation is not discussed in details. The rank test is
based on sorting algorithms, which are computationally intensive for large data sets. Instead,
a robust correlation test (sign test) is considered, which is much simpler to use and easier to
implement. Both correlation tests, rank and sign, can be used for the SGW search.
2.2 Description of the sign test
   Let us assume a data set x to be produced by a random process with zero median. In cases
when the median is not zero, a new data set x xˆ-  can be calculated, where xˆ  is the sample
median of the x. If the value of each xi is replaced with its sign uj, the resulting first order
statistics would be drawn from a known distribution function. It has zero mean and the ui will
take on values +1 and –1. Given a second data set y, we repeat the procedure, replacing each
value yi by its sign iu . We can introduce a new variable uus = . Then the sign correlation
coefficient is simply a sample mean of the data set s },...,{ 11 nnuu uu=
ur us == .     (2.2)
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A value of r near zero indicates that the variables u and u  are uncorrelated. Assuming that
the samples of s are statistically independent2, the coefficient r has a binomial distribution
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where n is the number of data samples. This equation can be re-written using Stirling’s
approximation for factorials
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For large n, the ),( rnP can be also approximated by a Gaussian distribution with variance 1/n
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and the confidence level is given by the complimentary error function. Since, the number of
samples n is typically large, the Gaussian approximation is used below in the text.
   If the medians of the x and y variables could be know a priori, this test would be a non-
parametric test. Since the medians are estimated from the data, the test depends on the errors
of xˆ  and yˆ , and r may have a systematic shift from its true mean. It can be shown that this
dependence is very weak and therefore the test is robust. Indeed, the mean of u (and u ) is
distributed with variance 1/n. Respectively, its contribution to the mean of the s  distribution
fluctuates with variance 2/n2, that usually is much less then the intrinsic variance of r given
by the test (1/n). We could say that for large n the sign correlation test (SCT) is quasi non-
parametric.
2.3 Comparison of correlation tests
   The SCT has been studied using Gaussian signals and noise with various distributions. The
goal of the study was to estimate the SCT efficiency in comparison to the linear correlation
test (LCT), which is one of the most efficient correlation tests. For comparison we also
estimated the efficiency of the rank correlation test (RCT).
  For the data sets, first, two time series xn and yn  consisting on uncorrelated white noise
were generated. We tried various noise probability distribution functions: Gaussian, Gaussian
with tails, asymmetric Gaussian and uniform. Then a Gaussian signal g was added to both
time series, so the data (x and y) is a sum of uncorrelated noise and correlated signal
gnx x += ,    gny y += .    (2.6)
The amplitude of the signal was relatively small. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was less
then 0.5, where the SNR was calculated as a ratio of standard deviations of the signal and the
noise distributions.
   To compare the tests, the correlation coefficients were calculated. Figure 1 shows the
correlation coefficients as a function of SNR for different tests (LCT, RCT, SCT). The SCT
efficiency was estimated by calculating the ratio r/r  for different types of noise. This ratio
(the sign correlation efficiency) doesn’t depend much on the signal to noise ratio and for
Gaussian noise it is around 64%. In comparison, the corresponding ratio for the RCT is 95%.
                                                                                                                                                      
1 See discussion of the correlation test efficiency in section 2.3
2 The case, when samples of s are correlated is discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 2 shows the sign correlation efficiency for different types of noise.
   Typically, if applied to the same data, the SCT will detect correlation with less significance
then the LCT. When the detector noise is Gaussian, approximately 2.4 times more data for
the SCT (1.1 for the RCT) needs to be collected in order to achieve the same confidence level
as the LCT. However, for Gaussian noise with tails, which is a typical type of the detector
noise, the SCT can have comparable or better efficiency then the LCT.
3 Correlated noise
3.1 Statement of the problem
   In case of two GW detectors, let say L and H, the output of each detector is a time series,
which is a mixture of the SGW signal (h) and noise (n)
)()()( ,,, tnthtx HLHLHL +=       (3.1)
Assuming no correlation between signal and noise, the cross-correlation S has a mean value
HLHL nnhhS +=    (3.2)
and variance
22 SSV -= .    (3.3)
One can see, the noise term HLnn  may bias the mean value of the cross-correlation. This is
one problem, which is beyond the scope of this paper. We consider a different problem. Our
goal is to calculate the variance of S, which could be affected by correlated noise as well as
the mean value.
   The idea of introducing the sign correlation test was to make the calculation of V
independent on the detector noise model. In Section 2, V was calculated for any distribution
functions of the data Lx  and Hx , assuming that samples of the sign correlation data set s are
not correlated. It may not be true in the case of correlated noise. Below we introduce the
noise autocorrelation function and modify the sign correlation test accordingly, in order to
calculate the variance of S when data is affected by correlated noise.
3.2 Autocorrelation function
  The sign correlation data set s can be considered as a time series generated by some random
process ( )ts . In general, there could be a correlation between samples of s. The correlation is
described by the autocorrelation function )(ta  of the process ( )ts , which characterizes the
correlation between samples of s separated by time t3.
   The function )(ta  depends on the correlation processes between the data sets. For a
specific correlation process we will assume that 0)( =³ sTa t
4, where sT  is the correlation
time scale. Namely, any samples of s, separated by timet greater then sT , are not correlated.
   If the process )(ts  is a white noise, the samples of s are not correlated at any t . Then
tTs D= , where tD  is the sampling time interval and the function 0)( =ta , if 0>t .  We
define this situation as the uncorrelated noise case.
   Different correlation processes due to instrumental noise may have different correlation
                                                
3 We use the normalization a(0)=1.
4 We assume no noise processes exist with an infinite correlation time scale.
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time scales. Figure 3 shows the autocorrelation function for the cross-correlation of the LIGO
Livingston (LLO) and Hanford (LHO) interferometer channels. One can see that the
autocorrelation function is not zero when sec30<t  (due to the power correlated noise) and
it is closer to zero for larger time scale. If the power lines are removed from the
interferometer data, thus eliminating this source of correlated noise, the autocorrelation
function is much closer to the one expected for uncorrelated data.
   One can see, that the conventional sign correlation test described above, in fact, uses the
uncorrelated noise model. Applying the test, we assume that the autocorrelation function
satisfies
( ) 10 =a ,  ( ) 00 =>ta ,   (3.4)
neglecting the second and higher order statistics of the process ( )ts . In the scope of this
model, the probability distribution function of the correlation coefficient (Equation 2.3) is
calculated and then we check, if the observed correlation is consistent with this distribution.
The conventional correlation test tells us if the data sets are correlated at time scale tTs D³
and the null hypothesis reads accordingly: data sets are not correlated.
   When some correlated process is present in the data, a different null hypothesis should be
used: data sets are not correlated at time scale greater then some scale sT . Here we assume,
that the data set s is generated by some correlated noise process )(tsc  with the time scale sT
and we know its autocorrelation function )(tca :
( ) 0¹< sc Ta t ,  ( ) 0=³ sc Ta t .   (3.5)
In fact, we introduce a model for correlated noise, which takes into account the second order
statistics of the process )(tsc  and the correlation test should tell us if the null hypothesis is
consistent with this model.
   How do we know the noise autocorrelation function? One practical way is to estimate it
from the data. Given a cross-correlation data set s, we can measure the autocorrelation
function )(ta  quite well if TTs <<<t , where T is the observation time. If the data is
dominated by correlated noise with the time scale greater then the observation time, a priori
knowledge of )(ta  should be used.
   Below we describe how to calculate the probability distribution function of the correlation
coefficient, if the data is contaminated with correlated noise. It is shown that the correlation
coefficient has Gaussian distribution and we calculate its variance, if the assumption (3.5)
about the correlated noise is used.
3.3 Variance of the correlation coefficient
   To calculate the variance of the correlation coefficient the following procedure is used.
First, we divide the correlation data set s on intervals sT  long. Then we form a slice js  by
taking jth sample from each interval. The total number of slices is tTm s D= / .  For each slice
we can calculate a correlation coefficient jr . Note, in the scope of the noise model, since
0)( => sc Ta t , the data in each slice js  is supposed to be a white noise and the coefficients
jr assumed to be normally distributed (Equation 2.5) with the variances m/n. The correlation
coefficient r is given by
å= jm rr 1 , mj ,..,1= .   (3.6)
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    In the case of correlated noise the correlation coefficients jr  may not be statistically
independent and the variance of r is no longer 1/n. Of course, we could select one of the
coefficients jr to perform the correlation test, however it would not be optimal. The
correlation between coefficients jr  is described with the covariance matrix M( mm ´ )
( ) ( )rrrrrrn --== jijiij coM ,),( .  (3.7)
The elements of M can be described with the noise autocorrelation function ( )tca
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We can find a de-correlating transform U [16]
iijj U rr ×=
~ ,            (3.9)
where U is a matrix of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix M. Since ir are normally
distributed, the coefficients ir
~  are statistically independent and normally distributed with the
variances Lii, where L is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of M.  Then the correlation
coefficient and its variance are
å= jm rr ~~ 1 ,   åL= jjmm 11)~var(r .    (3.10)
    When the time scale sT  is large ( 1/ >>DtTs ), we have to deal with a huge matrix M.
Therefore it makes sense to calculate the variance of the correlation coefficient given by the
equation 3.6. Since the individual coefficients ir  are normally distributed, the correlation
coefficient r is also normally distributed with the variance
vM nijmm
111)var( == år .   (3.11)
Note, that v is the ratio of variances of r calculated for two different noise models: correlated
noise (3.5) and uncorrelated noise (3.4). When correlated noise is not present, v=1. Therefore
the sum of the covariance matrix elements is an excellent measure of correlated noise.
Measuring the autocorrelation function a(t) of the process )(ts  and comparing the sum
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with unity, the contribution from correlated noise at different time scales can be estimated.
Figure 4 shows the variance ratio as a function of sT  for the cross-correlation of the LHO
(2k) and LLO (4k) interferometer output signals. One can see that the cross-correlation is
dominated by the noise from power lines. First, the variance ratio rapidly increases and then
saturates, indicating that there is a strong component of correlated noise with the time scale
of the order of 50 seconds.
   Defining the correlation time Tc as
ò
¥
=
0
)( tt daTc ,    (3.13)
if TTs << , the cross-correlation variance  satisfies
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One can see that the variance shows the usual inverse dependence on the integration time.
Also, if data is dominated by noise with the correlation time greater then the sampling
interval, it will affect the variance and therefore the significance of the cross-correlation.
   Since the above considerations hold for any correlation process )(ts , in order to calculate
the cross-correlation variance, the same method can be applied to the correlation processes
due to the SGW signal and the detector noise. As soon as the autocorrelation function of the
combined process, which includes the uncorrelated noise, correlated noise and the SGW, is
measured (or known a priori), the cross-correlation variance can be calculated.
4 Correlation in wavelet domain
4.1 Wavelet transforms
   The term wavelet is usually associated with a function )(2 RLÎy
5 such that the translation
and dyadic dilation of )(2 RLÎy  constitute an orthonormal basis of )(2 RL  [17,18].  For the
discrete wavelet transform, the basis is
( )mtt nnmn -= 22)( 2/ yy , Zmn Î, ,     (4.1)
 where the mother wavelet function y satisfies
ò = 0)( dtty .      (4.2)
    The important property of wavelets is a time-frequency localization of their basis. It allows
a time-frequency representation of data, similar to a windowed Fourier transform. The result
of the wavelet transform of a time series x(t) is an array of wavelet coefficients pmn , where m
is the time index and n is the scale (or layer) index. Applied to wavelet data, the correlation
can be estimated as a function of the layer index, which represents different frequency bands
of the data. The wavelet coefficients in each layer can be considered as a time series with the
sampling interval tt nn D=D 2 .
   Like for the original data x(t), the probability distribution function of the wavelet
coefficients p(t) is not actually known. However, considering the detail wavelet coefficients,
their distribution usually has zero mean and is also symmetric, which makes it convenient to
perform the sign transform in wavelet domain.
      To apply the wavelet method to the SGW search, we modify the linear correlation test
described in [9].  First (Section 4.2), we calculate the linear cross-correlation in the wavelet
domain and then (Sections 4.3, 4.4) we apply the sign cross-correlation test.
4.2 Cross-correlation in wavelet domain
   The cross-correlation between two detectors is
      ( )HLHL
T
T
T
T
ttQtxtxtddtS WW¢-¢¢= òò
--
,,)()(
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2/
2/
2/
,      (4.3)
where T is the integration time and WH (WL) is the orientation of H (L) interferometer. The
                                                
5 Space of all square-integrable functions.
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integration kernel Q is selected to maximize the correlation due to the stochastic GW signal.
Decomposing Lx and Hx  in the wavelet domain with a discrete wavelet transform
å=
lk
klklL tptx
,
)()( y ,     )()(
,
tqtx
mn
mnmnH å= y      (4.4)
where ijy  is the orthonormal basis of wavelet functions, we can rewrite 4.3
mnkl
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The double integral lkl,mn can be calculated in Fourier domain. Using the time localization of
wavelet functions it follows that
 ( )HLmnklmnkl fQffdfI WW= ò
¥
¥-
,,)(ˆ)(ˆ *, yy (4.7)
where )(ˆ fy  and ( )HLfQ WW ,,  are the Fourier transforms of )(ty  and ( )HLtQ WW ,,
respectively. Note, if )()( ttttQ ¢-=¢- d , due to the orthogonality of wavelet basis, it holds
that ln, dd kmmnklI = , where kmd ( lnd ) is Kronecker delta. For the optimal kernel, because of
good localization of wavelet functions in time and frequency, usually most of the mnklI ,  terms
are equal to zero. Because of the frequency localization, we can omit terms with nl ¹  and
rewrite the Equation 4.5 as follows
å»
n
nSS ,  å=
mk
mnknmnknn IqpS
,
, (4.8)
where  nS  is the cross-correlation for the n
th layer. Since wavelet functions for each layer are
produced by translation in time of the same function ny , the Fourier integral for mnknI ,  is
( ) ( ).2exp,,)(ˆ)(ˆ)( *, tpyyt fjfQffdfII HLnnnmnkn -WW== ò
¥
¥-
, (4.9)
where t  is the time lag between coefficients p and q ( )( mktn -D=t ). Assuming that the
noise of each detector is much larger in magnitude then the SGW signal, the noise mean
square for the nth layer is
å
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nH qN 1
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where nN  is the number of samples in the layer. Introducing the coefficient of linear
correlation for layer n
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nN
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the cross-correlation sum S calculated in wavelet domain is
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )å åå =×=
t t
ttttss
,n
nnnnn
n
nHnLn rwNrINS . (4.12)
   So far the cross-correlation S is equivalent to the result obtained in the Fourier domain [9].
Similarly we can use the optimal kernel to calculate the integrals )(tnI  and hence )(tnw
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where ( ) ffGW /W  is proportional to the GW differential energy density, g is the detector
overlap reduction  function [8], PL, PH are the spectral densities of the detector noise and l is
the normalization constant. Then the full expression for the )(tnw is
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tp
ss
gyt fj
fPfP
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nL
HLGWnn 2exp.,,)()(
32 -WWW= -
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   The Equation 4.12 shows that the cross-correlation S is a weighted sum of the linear
correlation coefficients )(tnr . For a pair of GW detectors, the optimal weight coefficients
can be calculated for a selected SGW model ( ( )fGWW ) using an appropriate noise spectral
density estimator. However, one question remains: What is the probability distribution
function of the correlation coefficients )(tnr  if the detector noise is non-Gaussian and/or
correlated?
    To solve this problem, the sign correlation test is used. The problem of the correlated noise
can be solved, by using the noise autocorrelation function approach described in Section 3.
4.3 Sign correlation in wavelet domain
   To apply the sign correlation test, we calculate the cross-correlation Ss similar to the one
given by Equation 4.12
,å=
i
iiis NS rw    ),( tni = ,   (4.15)
where wi are the optimal coefficients, which we need to find, and ri are the sign correlation
coefficients. Here for simplicity, one index i is used instead of two indexes n and t. The
variance of Ss is
å=
i
iiis vNV
2w .   (4.16)
 To find the optimal coefficients, we should maximize the signal to noise ratio (SNR)
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where m is the mean value of Ss for stochastic gravitational waves with strength W6. Since the
expectation values of the sign correlation coefficients are proportional to W  ( W= ii lr ) and
,åW=
i
iiiN lwm    (4.18)
we can rewrite the equation 4.17 as follows
åå =
j
jjjii
j
jjji NvvN lwwwl
2 .  (4.19)
The solution of this equation is iii v/lw = and the optimal cross-correlation is
å=
i
i
i
i
is v
NS r
l
.  (4.20)
   To find the coefficients li, a detail simulation of the SGW signal can be used. It should
take into account the detector response functions and their overlap reduction function.
                                                
6 Without loss of generality we assume W(f)=const.
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Adding the simulated signal with known strength W to the detector output signals, we can
find ir  and therefore li.
   Also the coefficients li can be calculated by using the optimal coefficients obtained in the
previous section. Since the expectation values of the linear correlation coefficients
are W= ii wr , with wi given by Equation 4.14, the coefficients li can be found as
ii
i
i
ii wr
w e
r
l == ,   (4.21)
where ei is the efficiency of the sign correlation test (see Section 2.3). Then the optimal
coefficients for the sign cross-correlation sum are
i
i
ii v
w
e
w = .   (4.22)
 It is much easier to obtain ei from the simulation then li, because they do not depend on the
SGW model, detector responses and the detector overlap reduction function, which are taken
into account by the coefficients wi. For example, by adding Gaussian noise into the detector
output, the same for both detectors, the efficiency ei can be calculated as the ratio of the sign
and linear correlation coefficients.
   It can be seen that the signal to noise ratio
åW=
i i
ii
is v
w
NSNR
22e
,   (4.23)
is proportional to TW , because all iN  are proportional to the total number of samples and
therefore to T. Note, if the detector noise is Gaussian (all  ei =0.64) and uncorrelated (all
vi=1), for the same data, the SNR obtained with the sign correlation test is by 64% smaller
then the SNR for the linear correlation test.
4.4 Robust spectral amplitude
   We can include the sign correlation efficiency ne , which should not depend on the lag time
t, in the expression for ( )tnw  (Eq.4.14) and introduce the robust noise spectral amplitude
( )
nnI
I
I
fP
fA
es
=)( ,      I=L,H . (4.24)
Then the optimal weight coefficients ( )tnw~  are
( ) ( ) ( )tpgyt fj
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One can see that only the amplitudes AL and AH should be estimated from the experimental
data to calculate the optimal weight coefficients.
   The robustness of amplitudes AI can be shown on the example of Gaussian noise with tails.
For simplicity we used a white noise, then constfPI =)( . The tail contribution can be
characterized by the ratio of the noise variance 2ns  and the variance of its Gaussian core 
2
gs ,
which remained constant.  The value of spectral density P  is proportional to the total noise
variance 2ns and it increases, when the tail contribution increases (see Table 1).
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22 / gn ss P, a.u. A, a.u.
1.0 0.45 0.0266
2.1 0.94 0.0274
5.4 2.40 0.0273
Table 1. Dependence of the noise spectral density P and robust noise amplitude A on tail
contribution.
At the same time one can see that the amplitude A remains constant. It makes calculation of
the optimal weight coefficients more robust if the noise tails are non-stationary.
5 Measurement of W
   As it was shown in the previous sections, the sign cross-correlation is normally distributed
with the variance Vs (Equation 4.16). From here, given a measurement Ss, we can calculate its
significance level
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.
If the measurement is not statistically significant, following the procedure described in [19],
the cross-correlation upper limit sS
~ can be calculated. The mean value of the cross-
correlation for stochastic gravitational waves with strength W  is
,å W=W=
i
siii VvN wm
where wi is given by Equation 4.22. Then, given either the measured value of the cross-
correlation Ss or its upper limit sS
~ , we can estimate W ( ss VS /=W ) or the upper limit on W
( ss VS /
~~ =W ).
6 Conclusion
   The SGW signal should manifest itself in the cross-correlation of several detectors. In this
paper we considered a) the problem of estimation of the cross-correlation significance if the
detector noise is not Gaussian  and b) the problem of correlated noise.
   Different correlation techniques can be used to calculate the detector cross-correlation. We
compared the linear correlation test with the sign and rank tests, which allow us to calculate
the variance of the cross-correlation if the detector noise is non-Gaussian. The rank
correlation is a non-parametric test and it is almost as efficient as the linear correlation test. It
is based on sorting algorithms and could be quite time consuming for large data sets. The
sign correlation test is robust and simple to use, however it may be less efficient in
comparison to the linear and rank correlation tests.
   We addressed the problem of correlated noise and described a method how to calculate the
cross-correlation and its variance, if data is affected by correlated noise. We also suggested a
method how to estimate the amount of correlated noise in the data.
  Using the sign correlation test, we introduced an optimal cross-correlation technique in the
wavelet domain. It allows calculation of the cross-correlation coefficients for different
wavelet scales as functions of lag time, which is an important signature of the correlation
process. The optimal cross-correlation is calculated as a weighted sum over the correlation
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coefficients, where the weight coefficients are calculated for a specific SGW model, taking
into account the power spectral densities of the noise and the detector overlap reduction
function. As a part of the method we introduced a spectral density estimator, which allows a
robust estimation of the noise spectral density, if the detector noise has outliers.
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Figure 1. Correlation coefficients as a function of SNR for Gaussian noise: LCT(up), RCT
(middle), SCT (down).
Figure 2. Sign correlation efficiency as a function of SNR for different noise distributions.
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Figure 3. Autocorrelation function of LIGO data representing the frequency band of 32-64
Hz: blue (dark) – raw data, yellow (light) – power lines (with fundamental frequency 60 Hz)
are removed.
 
Ts , s 
Figure 4. Variance ratio as a function of Ts for 3 samples of LIGO data representing the
frequency band of 32-64 Hz: dashed – raw data, solid - power lines (with fundamental
frequency 60 Hz) are removed.
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